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INIRODUCTION

Let Pn denote the set of polynomials of degree at most n, and let Qn be
the subset of Pn consisting ofpEPn which satisfy

where

7]j = cos(j7T/n),

j = O, ...,n,

j = O, ... ,n.

(1)

We conjectured [3] thatifp E Qnhasn simple zeros in [-1,1] thenp = ±Tn ,

Tn(x) being the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. This conjecture was
recently proved by DeVore [1]. Our purpose here is to present a different
and self-contained proof of a generalization of our conjecture, and to give
another characterization of the Chebyshev polynomials which complements
that of DeVore. We shall also give the application to the theory of numerical
integration which suggested the original conjecure.

1. Two CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS

Our generalization of DeVore [1] is Theorem 1.

THEOREM 1. /fp E Qn has all its zeros in the (lemniscatic) set ofthe complex
plane

thenp = ±Tn .

Proof. Let

p(z) = a(z - Zl) ... (z - zn)'
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Then,
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where we have used the identity (1 z2)[T,,'(Z)]2 = n2(l - T,,2(Z)). Thus
we have

However, considering the divided difference of p at the 'lJj yields

(the double prime on the sum means that the terms corresponding to j = 0
and j = n are to be halved) and so Ia I ~ 2"-\ with equality possible
and only if p('lJj) = ±(-l)i, j = 0, ... , n, that is, if, and only if, p = ±T".

Remark. The interval [-1, 1] is a subset of S.
Note that the condition (1) can be written as

j = O, ...,n.

This suggests the following companion piece to Theorem L

'THEOREM 2. IfPEP" satisfies

j = 1,... , n, (2)
where

(2j - 1)17 .gj = cos 2n ,J = 1,... , n,

andp' has all its zeros in the set of the complex plane

v = {z/l T,,(z) I ~ I},

then p' = ±T,,'.
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(2) implies that if p'(z) = c(z - Zl) ... (z - Zn-l) then

Hence, I c I ;;::: n2n - 1•

However,

_ '(t. t. ) _ 2n-1 ~ p'(gj)
c - p Sl , ... , Sn - L. T '(t. .) ,

J~l n SJ

yielding I c I :(; n2n-\ with equality possible if, and only if, p'(gj) = eTn'(gj)
(where E = ±l), j = 1,..., n, that is, if, and only if, p' = ±Tn'.

Remark. The interval [-1,1] is a subset of V.

2. AN ApPLICATION TO NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

In Micchelli and Rivlin [2] we gave numerical integration formulae of
highest degree of precision for

namely,

An(f) = ~ fll(-I)j !(T)1), jEPsn- 1 ,

j~O

and

We observed in [2] that while there is no formula

n

Ai!) = L [ad(Xi) + bd'(Xi)]
i~l

(3)

(4)

(5)
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valid for / E PSn (hence (4) is of highest degree of precision) we did not know
(for n ~ 4) if (4) was the unique formula of the form (5), having an its nodes
[-1,1], and valid for /E PSn- l ' However, with Theorem 1 at our disposal
we can establish the uniqueness of (4). To this end we use the following.

LEMMA. There exist a1 , ••• , an ; hI"'" bn such that (5) is valid/or /E PSn- 1

if, and only if, upon putting

w(X) = (x - Xl) ... (X - x n),

we have

(w(x)jw(l)) E Qn .

Proof (5) holds for / E PSn- 1 if, and only if,

J1 dx
-1W2(X) p(X) Tn(x) (1 _ x2)l/2 = 0,

Hence, in view of (3), (6) holds if, and only if,

P E Pn - 1 • (6)

n

I" (-lY p('lJj) w2('lJj) = 0,
j~O

P E Pn- 1 ·

As a consequence of (3) and the orthogonality of the Chebyshev polynomials
we have

n

II'(-lY p('lJj) = 0,
j~O

Subtracting (8) from (7) yields

pEPn - 1 •

n-1

I' p('lJj) [(-l)j (w2(7]j) - W 2('lJn))] = 0,
j~O

P E Pn - 1

(the prime on the sum means that the term corresponding to j = 0 is to be
halved) which is, therefore, equivalent to (6). Thus if [w(x)jw(1)] E Qn ,
(9) holds and there exists a formula (5) valid for /E Psn-l . Also if (9) holds,
then if we take p in (9) to be 1, X, ... , xn -l, successively, we obtain
a homogeneous system of n linear equations with nonzero determinant.
Thus w2('l'Jj) = w2(1]n), j = 0, ..., n - 1. Since w2(J')n) =1= 0, for otherwise w
has n + 1 zeros, we see that

(w(x)jw(l)) E Qn .
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We now have
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THEOREM 3. The only numerical integration formula of the form (5) valid
for fE P3n- 1 with Xi E S, i = 1,..., n, is (4).

Proof If (5) with Xi E S, i = 1,... , n is valid for f E P3n- 1 then according
to the lemma, [w(x)/w(I)] E Qn and hence by Theorem 1, Xi = gi , i = 1,..., n,
(possibily after renumbering the Xi)' For some fixedj, I ~ j ~ n letgj E P2n- 1
satisfy

gj(gi) = Oij ,

g/(gi) = 0,

i = I, ..., n,

i = 1,..., n.

Puttingf = gj in (4) yields An(gj) = 0, while substituting gj for fin (5) now
gives aj = 0. Thus aj = 0, j = 1,..., n, and as we showed in [2],
hi = [nTn'(gi)]-l, i = 1,..., n.

We conclude with the observation that if we allow nodes outside of S, (4)
need not be unique. For example, when n = 2, consider w(x) = x2 + x-I.
Since [w(x)/w(I)] E Q2 , its zeros Xl = -(1 + V5)/2 and X 2 = (-1 + V5)/2
are the nodes of a quadrature formula (5) for A2(f) exact for f E Ps , in view
of the Lemma. However Xl ¢= S = {z/I 4z2(1 - z2)1 ~ I}.
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